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PRE-FINISHED SQUARE TILES 

The exclusive “Square Space” collection celebrates the journey as a moment of unexpected creativity.  
From the combination of the artistic tradition of  the Inlaid �loor and the expressive research of the design, 

we realized 10 models that enhance and are inspired by the natural elements, geometric pattern and 
suggestive traditional decorations.

Because the world we live in is the greatest source of inspiration.

PRESTIGIOUS CITIES

“Venezia” pattern �loor
“Paris” pattern �loor
“New Delhi” pattern �loor

NORDIC TASTE
“Stockholm” pattern �loor

IMMERSION IN NATURE

“Santiago” pattern �loor
“San Josè” pattern �loor

“Playa del Carmen” pattern �loor

HI-TECH STYLE

“Oakland” pattern �loor
“Guangzhou” pattern �loor

Free Downloand
https://www.syncronia.com/it/modelli-3d-bim-cad-parquet/berti/quadrotte  
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PRESTIGIOUS CITIES | Pre-finished Square Tiles  

VENEZIA
The Venetian Terrazzo is a trend destined to last not only in the �looring but also in the furnishings, 
 that does not go unnoticed. Berti Pavimenti, heir of the ancient art of wooden inlay applied to modern laser 
technology, celebrates the history, tradition and culture of its territory with the pattern �loor Venezia, 
inspired by the important Venetian villas.

WOOD SPECIES: HARD MAPLE, OAK, TEAK
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm

PARIS
The pattern �loor Paris celebrates this city with a sophisticated design that call to mind a butter�ly but 
represents, in fact, the iron crossbeam of the Ei�fel Tower.

WOOD SPECIES: HARD MAPLE, OAK, WENGE
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm

NEW DELHI
Inspired by one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the New Delhi pattern reminds the circularity of the 
Taj Mahal mausoleum dome and the charm of the Indian lotus �lower, which whiteness is represented by a 
light wooden species like Hard maple that is enhanced by the contrast with the Wenge.

WOOD SPECIES: HARD MAPLE, OAK, WENGE
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm
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SANTIAGO
Santiago pattern �loor  is inspired by uncontaminated and luxuriant landscapes of the South America evoking  
sometimes Escher's engravings. The leaves fit together into one another, creating an almost dystopian but 
impacting e�fect, especially on large areas.

WOOD SPECIES: OAK, ASIAN TEAK
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm

SAN JOSÈ
The San Jose tile takes its name from the capital of Costa Rica. This city inspired us being a privileged place 
of tropical forests and Caribbean coastal plains. 
Thanks to these elements we designed a pattern that evokes the waving of the beach and the ripples 
of the ocean, while the change of warm colors evokes the trunks of forests.

WOOD SPECIES: OAK, ASIAN TEAK, WENGÈ
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm

PLAYA DEL CARMEN
A digital �loor in Mexican Style. The design is an intersection between culture and project, that is able to 
re�lect these aspects and transform them into an attractive and exciting product. 
Playa del Carmen pattern �loor is inspired by digital and visual   communication that begins with the rise of 
the pixel and of a vivacious decorative style that is able to call to mind the Mexican atmospheres.

WOOD SPECIES: WENGÈ, ASIAN TEAK, OAK
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm
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OAKLAND
Oakland pattern �loor, inspired by the nerd world of Silicon Valley, has a modern and well-defined style. 
Its schematic and linear pattern recalls the high technology with a synthetic representation of the 
semiconductor layers of microelectronic circuits.

WOOD SPECIES: OAK,  WENGÈ, ASIAN TEAK
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm

GUANGZHOU
Dedicated to the economic capital of the richest and most populous province in the world today,
Guangzhou pattern �loor has a classic style and a modern design thanks to a particular interweaving of lines 
that is able to create disciplined and magnetic repetitions.
Guangzhou pattern �loor from Square Space collection, has a classic style, modern design and particular 
interweaving for disciplined and magnetic repetitions.  

WOOD SPECIES:  ASIAN TEAK, OAK
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm
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STOCKHOLM
The Nordic taste is more than a style. It has established itself over time as a real  philosophy of life that 
combines functionality and aesthetics, while remaining welcoming and refined. 
In the Scandinavian style, linearity and simplicity are going steady with the precision of the geometric 
shapes and blocks of color. The Scandinavians love the contrasts and the integration between square and 
clean forms with the more gentle and rounded ones. 
Inspired by the forests of the North, the pattern �loor Stockholm is produced using a  light and luminous 
wooden species, such as oak, treated naturally to better enhance the texture of the wood. 
It's a simple, clean and aesthetically beautiful design, inspired by the Nordic nature and climate.

WOOD SPECIES: OAK, ASIAN TEAK, RESIN
DIMENSIONS: 600X600X13 mm


